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The Greeks of the classical age invented not only
the central idea of Western politics--that the power of
state should be guided by a majority of its
citizens--but also the central act of Western warfare,
the decisive infantry battle. Instead of ambush,
skirmish, maneuver, or combat between individual
heroes, the Greeks of the fifth century b.c. devised a
ferocious, brief, and destructive head-on clash
between armed men of all ages. In this bold, original
study, Victor Davis Hanson shows how this brutal
enterprise was dedicated to the same outcome as
consensual government--an unequivocal, instant
resolution to dispute. The Western Way of War
draws from an extraordinary range of
sources--Greek poetry, drama, and vase painting, as
well as historical records--to describe what actually
took place on the battlefield. It is the first study to
explore the actual mechanics of classical Greek
battle from the vantage point of the infantryman--the
brutal spear-thrusting, the difficulty of fighting in
heavy bronze armor which made it hard to see, hear
and move, and the fear. Hanson also discusses the
physical condition and age of the men, weaponry,
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wounds, and morale. This compelling account of
what happened on the killing fields of the ancient
Greeks ultimately shows that their style of armament
and battle was contrived to minimize time and life
lost by making the battle experience as decisive and
appalling as possible. Linking this new style of
fighting to the rise of constitutional government,
Hanson raises new issues and questions old
assumptions about the history of war.
From Fish Hook To Audit Tool is the autobiography
of Aftab Alam Khan, giving his personal account of
life in former East Paksitan and subsequient
dramatic upheaval and exodus during the 1971 IndoPak war and his journey through India, Nepal and
Karachi.A rare personal insight of an important
chapter in the history of the subcontinent.
The Souls of Poor Folk is a collection of essays in
the tradition of W.E.B. Du Bois's classic The Souls of
Black Folk. The essays move between the scholarly,
the narrative, and the testimonial just as they do in
Du Bois's book. This text is meant to be a
contribution to the critical dialogue around ways to
alleviate poverty in our world. The contributors are
diverse in their experience, origin, perspectives, and
beliefs about the appropriate means to alleviate
poverty and its many causes. This book is an
essential companion to a multimedia initiative
featuring a documentary and original music
compilation available on compact disc that invites
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readers, listeners, and viewers to journey beyond the
veil that hides the scars and blemishes of social
problems, such as homelessness and poverty,
especially in America. To learn more about the
successful non-profit "Greater Love Project" initiative
or to purchase other companion items including the
CD, please visit: www.thesoulsofpoorfolk.org.
Does the Military-Industrial Complex as we
understand it still exist? If so, how has it changed
since the end of the Cold War? First named by
President Dwight D. Eisenhower in his farewell
address, the Military-Industrial Complex, originally an
exclusively American phenomenon of the Cold War,
was tailored to develop and produce military
technologies equal to the existential threat perceived
to be posed by the Soviet Union. An informal yet
robust relationship between the military and industry,
the MIC pursued and won a qualitative, technological
arms race but exacted a high price in waste, fraud,
and abuse. Today, although total US spending on
national security exceeds $1 trillion a year, it
accounts for a smaller percentage of the federal
budget, the national GDP, and world military
spending than during the Cold War. Given this fact,
is the MIC as we commonly understand it still alive?
If so, how has it changed in the intervening years? In
Delta of Power, Alex Roland tells the comprehensive
history of the MIC from 1961, the Cold War, and the
War on Terror, to the present day. Roland argues
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that the MIC is now significantly different than it was
when Eisenhower warned of its dangers, still
exerting a significant but diminished influence in
American life. Focusing intently on the three
decades since the end of the Cold War in 1991,
Roland explains how a lack of cohesion, rapid
change, and historical contingency have transformed
America's military-industrial institutions and
infrastructure. Roland addresses five critical realms
of transformation: civil-military relations, relations
between industry and the state, among government
agencies, between scientific-technical communities
and the state, and between technology and society.
He also tracks the way in which America's arsenal
has evolved since 1991. The MIC still merits
Eisenhower's warning of political and moral hazard,
he concludes, but it continues to deliver, by a
narrower margin, the world's most potent arsenal. An
authoritative account of America's evolving arsenal
since World War II, Delta of Power is a dynamic
exploration of military preparedness and current
events.
The Audit of WarThe Illusion & Reality of Britain as a
Great Nation
The familiar image of the British in the Second World
War is that of the plucky underdog taking on German
might. David Edgerton's bold, compelling new history
shows the conflict in a new light, with Britain as a
very wealthy country, formidable in arms, ruthless in
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pursuit of its interests, and in command of a global
production system. Rather than belittled by a Nazi
behemoth, Britain arguably had the world's most
advanced mechanized forces. It had not only a great
empire, but allies large and small. Edgerton shows
that Britain fought on many fronts and its many home
fronts kept it exceptionally well supplied with
weapons, food and oil, allowing it to mobilize to an
extraordinary extent. It created and deployed a vast
empire of machines, from the humble tramp steamer
to the battleship, from the rifle to the tank, made in
colossal factories the world over. Scientists and
engineers invented new weapons, encouraged by a
government and prime minister enthusiastic about
the latest technologies. The British, indeed
Churchillian, vision of war and modernity was
challenged by repeated defeat at the hands of less
well-equipped enemies. Yet the end result was a
vindication of this vision. Like the United States, a
powerful Britain won a cheap victory, while others
paid a great price. Putting resources, machines and
experts at the heart of a global rather than merely
imperial story, Britain's War Machine demolishes
timeworn myths about wartime Britain and gives us a
groundbreaking and often unsettling picture of a
great power in action.
Florence Nightingale is famous as the “lady with the
lamp” in the Crimean War, 1854—56. There is a
massive amount of literature on this work, but, as
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editor Lynn McDonald shows, it is often erroneous,
and films and press reporting on it have been even
less accurate. The Crimean War reports on
Nightingale’s correspondence from the war
hospitals and on the staggering amount of work she
did post-war to ensure that the appalling death rate
from disease (higher than that from bullets) did not
recur. This volume contains much on Nightingale’s
efforts to achieve real reforms. Her well-known, and
relatively “sanitized”, evidence to the royal
commission on the war is compared with her
confidential, much franker, and very thorough Notes
on the Health of the British Army, where the full
horrors of disease and neglect are laid out, with the
names of those responsible.
WINNER - BEST THRILLER - 2016 INDIE BOOK
AWARDS A reclusive Yukon bush pilot meets a
beautiful and mysterious woman on the Klondike
Highway, and suddenly finds he's in the cross hairs
of the RCMP, the FBI, and two criminal gangs. ..".a
brilliant novel..." says Readers' Favorite
First published in 1970, "Britain and Her Army" was
Correlli Barnett's sixth published book and earned him
the Royal Society of Literature's W.H. Heinemann
Award. It is a unique general study of the historical
development of the British Army, from the reign of King
Henry VIII to the end of the Second World War. Barnett
shows how our military institutions transformed
themselves over the course of four centuries of social
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wars, imperial
and two World Wars are described in detail, along with
more day-to-day topics such as recruitment,
administration, pay, the social origins of officers and
men, supply and equipment. Through the book he
compares developments in Britain with those in
Continental armies, and analyses the lessons the British
learned, or failed to learn, from their European cousins.
The result is a truly comprehensive work, and a
fascinating portrait of Britain's most misunderstood
institutions.
"In The Audit of War Correlli Barnett places Britain's
decline since the Second World War in a startling new
perspective. He shows that Britain's wartime industrial
performance, far from marking a supreme achievement
of national genius and effort, was in reality characterised
by all the classic symptoms of the 'British
disease'--incompetent management, obstructive trade
unions, restrictive practices, wildcat strikes, oldfashioned plant, chronic shortages of skilled personnel,
and appalling weaknesses in the newest
technologies"--Book jacket.
Are your thoughts out of control--just like your life? Do
you long to break free from the spiral of destructive
thinking? Let God's truth become your battle plan to win
the war in your mind! We've all tried to think our way out
of bad habits and unhealthy thought patterns, only to find
ourselves stuck with an out-of-control mind and off-track
daily life. Pastor and New York Times bestselling author
Craig Groeschel understands deeply this daily battle
against self-doubt and negative thinking, and in this
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discovered to change your mind and your life for the longterm. Drawing upon Scripture and the latest findings of
brain science, Groeschel lays out practical strategies that
will free you from the grip of harmful, destructive thinking
and enable you to live the life of joy and peace that God
intends you to live. Winning the War in Your Mind will
help you: Learn how your brain works and see how to
rewire it Identify the lies your enemy wants you to believe
Recognize and short-circuit your mental triggers for
destructive thinking See how prayer and praise will
transform your mind Develop practices that allow God's
thoughts to become your thoughts God has something
better for your life than your old ways of thinking. It's time
to change your mind so God can change your life.
The core theme of the book is the importance of an
independent state audit to ensure that the Executive is
held accountable to Parliament. Instilling effective
financial control and accountability for the use of public
funds and the proper conduct of public business has
been an incremental process that has taken centuries.
This book provides a detailed history of the forces and
personalities involved in the development of public sector
audit, including the battles which extended well into the
20th century to establish a public sector audit that was
constitutionally and in practice independent from the
influence and control of the Executive. It identifies key
themes that have emerged and re-emerged in these
developments, and the challenges and obstacles faced
and overcome over the years to arrive at today's modern
audit framework and to establish current principles and
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The book charts the movement of public sector audit
from a focus on the presentation and accuracy of
accounts to the introduction of the added dimension of
ensuring that funds are spent only for purposes
approved by Parliament and that resources have been
used efficiently, effectively and with economy. It explores
the seminal relationships of the NAO and its
predecessors with the Treasury, spending departments
and the Public Accounts Committee; and it deals with the
impact of major changes still taking place in the
objectives, management and delivery of government
programmes and services, including the growing
involvement of outside agencies and the private sector.
The book reviews the NAO's current achievements,
continuing challenges, developments in the range and
nature of its work, and future priorities. Importantly, it
provides an authoritative source of reference for
professionals and academics, while remaining
accessible to readers with a more general interest in the
developments and issues examined.
Examines the economic and political causes of Great
Britain's decline as a world power and discusses Britain's
failure as an advanced technological society
In the wake of the publication of the Chilcot report, this
book reinterprets the relationship between British public
opinion and the Blair government’s decision-making in
the run-up to the 2003 invasion of Iraq. It highlights how
the government won the parliamentary vote and got its
war, but never won the argument that it was the right
thing to do. Understanding how, why and with what
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understanding better both this specific case and the
wider issue of how democratic publics influence foreign
policy processes. Taking an innovative constructivist
approach to understanding how public actors potentially
influence foreign policy, Strong frames the debate about
Iraq as a contest over legitimacy among active public
actors, breaking it down into four constituent elements
covering the necessity, legality and morality of war, and
the government’s authority. The book presents a
detailed empirical account of the British public debate
before the invasion of Iraq based on the rigorous
interrogation of thousands of primary sources, employing
both quantitative and qualitative content analysis
methods to interpret the shape of debate between
January 2002 and March 2003. Also contributing to the
wider foreign policy analysis literature, the book
investigates the domestic politics of foreign policy
decision-making, and particularly the influence public
opinion exerts; considers the domestic structural
determinants of foreign policy decision-making; and
studies the ethics of foreign policy decision-making, and
the legitimate use of force. It will be of great use to
students and scholars of foreign policy analysis, as well
as those interested in legitimacy in international conflict,
British foreign policy, the Iraq War and the role of public
opinion in conflict situations.
FISCAM presents a methodology for performing info.
system (IS) control audits of governmental entities in
accordance with professional standards. FISCAM is
designed to be used on financial and performance audits
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FISCAM incorp. the following: (1) A top-down, risk-based
approach that considers materiality and significance in
determining audit procedures; (2) Evaluation of
entitywide controls and their effect on audit risk; (3)
Evaluation of general controls and their pervasive impact
on bus. process controls; (4) Evaluation of security
mgmt. at all levels; (5) Control hierarchy to evaluate IS
control weaknesses; (6) Groupings of control categories
consistent with the nature of the risk. Illus.
Today the need for a holistic approach to marketing
information is greater than ever. Fortunately, parallel to
this need the marketing professionals have rich data
sources at hand. Besides the consumer information
coming from usage and attitude studies, ad hoc
researches, tracking studies, consumer panel research,
etc., retail audit plays a very important role. It is easily
the number one information source of manufacturer
performance, pricing and distribution in the FMCG (Fast
Moving Consumer Goods) world. Still, the methodology
of retail audit analysis is not well-known and understood
to the details, even among the marketers at the client
side using the data on a daily basis. The purpose of this
book is to give practical guidelines to retail audit
analysis, mainly from the manufacturer point of view. It
also intends to raise the attention of marketers on how
useful this tool can be, with sufficient creativity to ask the
right questions it can answer. The book is written in a
practical, real-life business style. The concise messages
are aided by easy-to-follow charts, visualizing the vast
variety of potential findings retail data can provide. The
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dynamics that can be explored via retail audit. This is
why the author purposefully created charts well
explaining - among many other (brand) marketing tactics
and strategies -, the ex-pocket pricing tactics, the impact
of psychological price points or how a concentrated
brand portfolio looks like.
Explains how the Allies regained military superiority after
1942, and discusses important campaigns, naval battles,
industrial strength, fighting ability, leadership, and moral
issues
A major bestseller in the UK and a six-time Best Book of
2014, The Establishment is a sweeping look at how
power and money have made British politics hugely
undemocratic. Power, money, and undemocratic
politics—wait, does that sound familiar? Who wields
power in politics? It is a question that's asked all too
often—and never really answered. But that's exactly what
Owen Jones has done in The Establishment, which has
already taken Great Britain by storm. To expose the
shadowy and unaccountable network of people who
dominate British political life—the people who influence
major decisions and reap huge profits in the
process—Owen Jones sets out on a journey into the very
heart of the elite. From the lobbies of the Houses of
Parliament to Rupert Murdoch's newsrooms to the
conference rooms of some of the world's biggest banks,
Jones systematically explores the revolving doors that
link the worlds of politics, media, and finance—and shows
how this corrupt and incestuous world came to be.
Funny, sharp, and rich with brilliant descriptions of the
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Establishment is a joy to read, but its diagnosis is deadly
serious: the establishment is the biggest threat to
democracy today. And it's time, writes Jones, for it to be
challenged.
Formative years, 1822-1861 -- Working his way, March
1861-March 1864 -- Command of the military division of
the Mississippi -- Things will never be the same again:
the reckoning.
General Keith Kellogg saw it all. The only national
security advisor to work side by side with both President
Trump and Vice President Pence, he was their confidant
as they made their most momentous decisions. No one
knows better than he that the hysterical accusations of
the administration’s partisan detractors were
unconnected to reality. Demolishing baseless caricatures
of Donald Trump, General Kellogg provides one of the
few reliable accounts of the administration from the
earliest days of the 2016 campaign to the end of the
president’s term. Kellogg reveals: How Trump’s
“America First” policies strengthened the nation after
Obama’s eight-year apology tour Why the president’s
tough approach to China worked—and why future
administrations must continue to take the China threat
seriously How withdrawal from the Iran nuclear deal and
the strike on General Soleimani slowed the spread of
radical Islamist terror Why Democrats’ appeasement
policies are courting disaster for America and the world
The radicals attacking President Trump’s legacy are
sacrificing sound policy to politics. Kellogg’s account is
an urgently needed reminder that politics is “war by
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The accepted interpretation of Britain's wartime role as
an island sea power is challenged by Correlli Barnett's
brilliant demonstration that the dependence on seashore
imports of food and raw materials, together with the
obligations of Empire, were less a form of strength to
Britain than a weakness. Topics discussed in this book
range from strategic debates in London and Washington
to gripping descriptions of the Royal Navy in action: the
remorseless struggle against the U-boat in the Atlantic,
the desperate convoy battles in the Mediterranean and
the Arctic, and the battles in the Far East. It weaves in
the rivalry between Allied and German technology and
the all-important secret war of the cryptographers. 'This
outstanding military historian has turned to maritime war
and written an authoritative, meticulously researched and
stirring account of the Royal Navy's part in World War II.'
Admiral of the Fleet Lord Lewin of Greenwich, KG, GCB,
LVO, DSC
The groundbreaking investigative story of how three
successive presidents and their military commanders
deceived the public year after year about America’s
longest war, foreshadowing the Taliban’s recapture of
Afghanistan, by Washington Post reporter and three-time
Pulitzer Prize finalist Craig Whitlock. Unlike the wars in
Vietnam and Iraq, the US invasion of Afghanistan in
2001 had near-unanimous public support. At first, the
goals were straightforward and clear: to defeat al-Qaeda
and prevent a repeat of 9/11. Yet soon after the United
States and its allies removed the Taliban from power, the
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their original objectives. Distracted by the war in Iraq, the
US military became mired in an unwinnable guerrilla
conflict in a country it did not understand. But no
president wanted to admit failure, especially in a war that
began as a just cause. Instead, the Bush, Obama, and
Trump administrations sent more and more troops to
Afghanistan and repeatedly said they were making
progress, even though they knew there was no realistic
prospect for an outright victory. Just as the Pentagon
Papers changed the public’s understanding of Vietnam,
The Afghanistan Papers contains startling revelation
after revelation from people who played a direct role in
the war, from leaders in the White House and the
Pentagon to soldiers and aid workers on the front lines.
In unvarnished language, they admit that the US
government’s strategies were a mess, that the nationbuilding project was a colossal failure, and that drugs
and corruption gained a stranglehold over their allies in
the Afghan government. All told, the account is based on
interviews with more than 1,000 people who knew that
the US government was presenting a distorted, and
sometimes entirely fabricated, version of the facts on the
ground. Documents unearthed by The Washington Post
reveal that President Bush didn’t know the name of his
Afghanistan war commander—and didn’t want to make
time to meet with him. Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld admitted he had “no visibility into who the bad
guys are.” His successor, Robert Gates, said: “We
didn’t know jack shit about al-Qaeda.” The Afghanistan
Papers is a shocking account that will supercharge a
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Since 1945, the United States has manufactured and
deployed more than 70,000 nuclear weapons to deter
and if necessary fight a nuclear war. Some observers
believe the absence of a third world war confirms that
these weapons were a prudent and cost-effective
response to the uncertainty and fear surrounding the
Soviet Union's military and political ambitions during the
cold war. As early as 1950, nuclear weapons were
considered relatively inexpensive— providing "a bigger
bang for a buck"—and were thoroughly integrated into
U.S. forces on that basis. Yet this assumption was never
validated. Indeed, for more than fifty years scant
attention has been paid to the enormous costs of this
effort—more than $5 trillion thus far—and its short and longterm consequences for the nation. Based on four years
of extensive research, Atomic Audit is the first book to
document the comprehensive costs of U.S. nuclear
weapons, assembling for the first time anywhere the
actual and estimated expenditures for the program since
its creation in 1940. The authors provide a unique
perspective on U.S. nuclear policy and nuclear weapons,
tracking their development from the Manhattan Project of
World War II to the present day and assessing each
aspect of the program, including research, development,
testing, and production; deployment; command, control,
communications, and intelligence; and defensive
measures. They also examine the costs of dismantling
nuclear weapons, the management and disposal of large
quantities of toxic and radioactive wastes left over from
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nuclear weapons activities, nuclear secrecy, and the
economic implications of nuclear deterrence. Utilizing
archival and newly declassified government documents
and data, this richly documented book demonstrates how
a variety of factors—the open-ended nature of nuclear
deterrence, faulty assumptions about the costeffectiveness of nuclear weapons, regular
misrepresentation of and overreaction to the Soviet
threat, the desire to maintain nuclear superiority,
bureaucratic and often arbitrary decisions, pork barrel
politics, and excessive secrecy—all drove the acquisition
of an arsenal far larger than what many contemporary
civilian and military leaders deemed necessary. Atomic
Audit concludes with recommendations for strengthening
atomic accountability and fostering greater public
understanding of nuclear weapons programs and
policies.
From the Nobel Prize-winning author of Thinking, Fast
and Slow and the coauthor of Nudge, a revolutionary
exploration of why people make bad judgments and how
to make better ones--"a tour de force” (New York
Times). Imagine that two doctors in the same city give
different diagnoses to identical patients—or that two
judges in the same courthouse give markedly different
sentences to people who have committed the same
crime. Suppose that different interviewers at the same
firm make different decisions about indistinguishable job
applicants—or that when a company is handling customer
complaints, the resolution depends on who happens to
answer the phone. Now imagine that the same doctor,
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customer service agent makes different decisions
depending on whether it is morning or afternoon, or
Monday rather than Wednesday. These are examples of
noise: variability in judgments that should be identical. In
Noise, Daniel Kahneman, Olivier Sibony, and Cass R.
Sunstein show the detrimental effects of noise in many
fields, including medicine, law, economic forecasting,
forensic science, bail, child protection, strategy,
performance reviews, and personnel selection. Wherever
there is judgment, there is noise. Yet, most of the time,
individuals and organizations alike are unaware of it.
They neglect noise. With a few simple remedies, people
can reduce both noise and bias, and so make far better
decisions. Packed with original ideas, and offering the
same kinds of research-based insights that made
Thinking, Fast and Slow and Nudge groundbreaking
New York Times bestsellers, Noise explains how and
why humans are so susceptible to noise in
judgment—and what we can do about it.
In 1945 Britain emerged from war triumphant. On July
26, after Labour won a landslide election victory,
Churchill resigned, Attlee became Prime Minister and the
nation awaited Labour's 'New Jerusalem' in which
poverty, unemployment, ill health and poor housing
would be abolished. However Correlli Barnett - drawing
on material from Cabinet and other Whitehall records argues that what followed was an era of mistaken
strategies and costly consequences. 'An almost
irresistible indictment of post-war thinking delivered with
Barnett's customary panache and argumentative power.'
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In The Longest War, Dilip Hiro describes the causes and
courses of the Iran-Iraq military conflict and its effect on
the two antagonists, as well as the rest of the world. He
reveals the intricate twists and turns of international
diplomacy and the realpolitik behind the rhetoric,
providing a comprehensive and admirably balanced
account of the political and military aspects of the
"longest war."
A fascinating chronicle of how the character of American
society revealed itself under the duress of World War II
The Second World War exists in the American historical
imagination as a time of unity and optimism. In 1942,
however, after a series of defeats in the Pacific and the
struggle to establish a beachhead on the European front,
America seemed to be on the brink of defeat and was
beginning to splinter from within. Exploring this
precarious moment, Tracy Campbell paints a portrait of
the deep social, economic, and political fault lines that
pitted factions of citizens against each other in the
post–Pearl Harbor era, even as the nation mobilized,
government†‘aided industrial infrastructure blossomed,
and parents sent their sons off to war. This captivating
look at how American society responded to the greatest
stress experienced since the Civil War reveals the
various ways, both good and bad, that the trauma of
1942 forced Americans to redefine their relationship with
democracy in ways that continue to affect us today.
Bringing great writing back into print - a Faber Finds
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First Published in 2001. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor
& Francis, an informa company.
A new understanding of the post World War II era,
showing what occurred when the British Empire
wouldn’t step aside for the rising American
superpower—with global insights for today. An enduring
myth of the twentieth century is that the United States
rapidly became a superpower in the years after World
War II, when the British Empire—the greatest in
history—was too wounded to maintain a global presence.
In fact, Derek Leebaert argues in Grand Improvisation,
the idea that a traditionally insular United States
suddenly transformed itself into the leader of the free
world is illusory, as is the notion that the British colossus
was compelled to retreat. The United States and the U.K.
had a dozen abrasive years until Washington issued a
“declaration of independence” from British influence.
Only then did America explicitly assume leadership of
the world order just taking shape. Leebaert’s characterdriven narrative shows such figures as Churchill,
Truman, Eisenhower, and Kennan in an entirely new
light, while unveiling players of at least equal weight on
pivotal events. Little unfolded as historians believe: the
Truman Doctrine and the Marshall Plan; the Korean War;
America’s descent into Vietnam. Instead, we see
nonstop U.S. improvisation until America finally lost all
caution and embraced obligations worldwide, a burden
we bear today. Understanding all of this properly is vital
to understanding the rise and fall of superpowers, why
we’re now skeptical of commitments overseas, how the
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the U.S. world role.
A Business Week, New York Times Business, and USA
Today Bestseller "Ambitious and readable . . . an
engaging introduction to the oddsmakers, whom
Bernstein regards as true humanists helping to release
mankind from the choke holds of superstition and
fatalism." —The New York Times "An extraordinarily
entertaining and informative book." —The Wall Street
Journal "A lively panoramic book . . . Against the Gods
sets up an ambitious premise and then delivers on it."
—Business Week "Deserves to be, and surely will be,
widely read." —The Economist "[A] challenging book, one
that may change forever the way people think about the
world." —Worth "No one else could have written a book of
such central importance with so much charm and
excitement." —Robert Heilbroner author, The Worldly
Philosophers "With his wonderful knowledge of the
history and current manifestations of risk, Peter
Bernstein brings us Against the Gods. Nothing like it will
come out of the financial world this year or ever. I speak
carefully: no one should miss it." —John Kenneth
Galbraith Professor of Economics Emeritus, Harvard
University In this unique exploration of the role of risk in
our society, Peter Bernstein argues that the notion of
bringing risk under control is one of the central ideas that
distinguishes modern times from the distant past.
Against the Gods chronicles the remarkable intellectual
adventure that liberated humanity from oracles and
soothsayers by means of the powerful tools of risk
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"An
extremely readable history of risk." —Barron's
"Fascinating . . . this challenging volume will help you
understand the uncertainties that every investor must
face." —Money "A singular achievement." —Times Literary
Supplement "There's a growing market for savants who
can render the recondite intelligibly-witness Stephen Jay
Gould (natural history), Oliver Sacks (disease), Richard
Dawkins (heredity), James Gleick (physics), Paul
Krugman (economics)-and Bernstein would mingle well
in their company." —The Australian
The Institute of Internal Auditors' (llA's) International
Professional Practices Framework (IPPF) is the
authoritative guidance on the internal audit profession.
The IPPF presents current, relevant, internationally
consistent information that is required by internal audit
professionals worldwide. The new IPPF features
improved clarity, increased transparency, measurable
accountability, a defined cycle of review for all guidance,
and availability in hard copy and as a fully interactive CDROM.
NEW SECOND EDITION 2018 The SECOND EDITION IATF 16949:2016 Audit Guide and Checklist provides all the
information necessary for an in-depth assessment of your
ISO 9001:2015 / IATF 16949:2016 Quality Management
System. It was written to help auditors conduct a 'process
based' audit and stresses process effectiveness as well as
compliance. The evidence-based questions start with top
management and follow a generic product through the
organization. Following the 14 insightful chapters on such
topics as process design, process auditing, PDCA, Turtle
Diagrams, Context of the Organization and Systems
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The Part One audit questions examine the complete systems
conformity to the standards along with dozens of Best
Practice questions to help you better evaluate the
effectiveness of the system. The Part Two questions focus in
detail on the effectiveness of each individual process in the
organization. This Guide covers every requirement in both
ISO 9001 and IATF (some, many more than one time) plus
current '2017' Customer Specific Requirements (GM, FORD,
FCA, VW, PSA), Core Tools (APQP, FMEA (2018 version),
Control Plans, MSA, Process Capability, and PPAP) and CQI
requirements (8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 23, 24). The
SECOND EDITION - IATF 16949:2016 Audit Guide and
Checklist includes: A blend of insightful guidance and
practical evidence-based questions that help take your QMS
to the next level 584 Assessment Questions, 188 Questions
related directly to Customer Specific Requirements, 71 Core
Tools Questions 15 Specific CQI Questions 150 valuable
notes designed to help auditors understand the intent of
specific questions . Help in planning and organizing process
audits effectively and documenting the results in a meaningful
way. *Additional clarity on System Integration, Context of the
Organization, Safety Related Products, and MAQMSR, *2017
- IATF Sanctioned Interpretations and FAQs. Value to
organizations that want more than their money's worth from
their management systems by driving best practice.
A classic account of the Desert Campaign of 1940-43, by a
renowned military historian. The distinguished historian
Correlli Barnett gives here a complete and full account of the
Desert Campaign 1940-43, an epic story set in a wasteland
where soldiers fought for victory in a tumult of mechanical
warfare. But THE DESERT GENERALS is also the story of
five men under the strain of command in battle, the
commanders who successively led the Allied forces against
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the desert war, culminating in the myth of Montgomery and
the battle of Alamein, a myth that Correlli Barnett sets out to
expose as ill-founded. Brilliantly written, THE DESERT
GENERALS captures at every level the intensity and human
drama of a unique and compelling episode in the history of
war and warfare.
"First published in Great Britain by Allen Lane"--Title page
verso.
The Art of War is a Chinese military treatise that was written
during the 6th century BC by Sun Tzu. Composed of 13
chapters, each of which is devoted to one aspect of warfare,
it has long been praised as the definitive work on military
strategies and tactics of its time. The Art of War is one of the
oldest books on military strategy in the world. It is the first and
one of the most successful works on strategy and has had a
huge influence on Eastern and Western military thinking,
business tactics, and beyond. Sun Tzu was the first to
recognize the importance of positioning in strategy and that
position is affected both by objective conditions in the
physical environment and the subjective opinions of
competitive actors in that environment. He taught that
strategy was not planning in the sense of working through a
to-do list, but rather that it requires quick and appropriate
responses to changing conditions.
This is the first book in the 'Pride and Fall' sequence on
British power in the 20th century. Correlli Barnett seeks to
explain the decay of British power between 1918 and 1940
and its collapse between 1940 and 1945.
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